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Accessible beauty
October 16, 2017

Bathrooms have a lot to do with how people feel about a restaurant, bar, or
even department store. This is even more important when it comes to a hotel
room, one’s home away from home. Cleanliness is, of course, the key. Design is
important. But for travelers with disabilities, accessibility is critical. Here, we
pick a few from the wide array of options of bathtubs, grab bars, faucets, and
other fixtures.

Bathtubs
E

Pure 2L back to wall stone bathtub by Aquatica.



Lullaby-Nano by Aquatica

True Ofuro teak safety by Aquatica

These products are all about boosting accessibility. The True Ofuro by Aquatica
is a stepping stool made of teak wood; with double fold utility as a post-bath
resting bench and a step to help get into a deep bathtub. The ergonomically
designed and anti-slip footrest, WAVE structural flat foot rest by Wingits, is best
used with a grab bar for assured stability. And the ADA compliant rear mount
tub bench by Wingits is something your guests with thank you for.

← Aramark to purchase Avendra, majority stakeholder Marriott to get $650 million out of the deal
The Stateview Hotel opens on the campus of North Carolina State University →
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We believe the U.S. hospitality
industry’s story is far from over. Rather,
we are on the threshold of great
innovation and growth. And through
these changing times in our business,
there is a growing need to engage in a
dialogue with a cross-section of hotels
and hoteliers, designers, suppliers,
enterprise clients, and experts.
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